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Perhaps the single most important phenomenon of the 21st century is globalization. It is clearly redefining the international security environment, as well as many other aspects of human affairs. Yet, while analysts and scholars continue to study (and debate) its economic, social, and political effects, they have done comparatively little work concerning its impact on war, in particular the nature of war. In an effort to fill this gap, Lieutenant Colonel Antulio J. Echevarria II has written a monograph exploring the nature of war, and how it has changed as a result of globalization. He uses the Clausewitzian model of war’s trinity (political guidance, chance, and enmity) as a framework for understanding the nature of war, a concept that has been only vaguely represented in defense literature. He then analyses the global war on terrorism via that framework. Lieutenant Colonel Echevarria concludes that the Clausewitzian trinity is alive and well. Globalization is strengthening the role that political guidance is playing in war, it may well increase the elements of chance and uncertainty, and it is clearly exacerbating basic feelings of enmity among different cultures. It is this last area that Lieutenant Colonel Echevarria sees as the most critical in the war on terrorism. If there is a center of gravity in this conflict, it is in the ideas that have fueled radical Islam.

The Strategic Studies Institute is pleased to publish this contribution to the debate on globalization’s effect on war.
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SUMMARY

Just a few years into the new millennium, and it is already a truism to say that globalization—the spread of information and information technologies, along with greater public participation in economic and political processes—is transforming every aspect of human affairs. What is not yet clear, however, are the impacts of these trends, especially how they might affect the nature of war. Understanding the nature of war is important for more than academic reasons; the nature of a thing tends to define how it can and cannot be used, which, in the case of war, makes it extremely important to both political and military leaders. To answer the question of war's nature, one must turn to the famous Prussian philosopher of war, Carl von Clausewitz (1780-1831), who devoted more time than perhaps any other military theorist (contemporary or otherwise) to this topic.

The Clausewitzian Nature of War.

The most important aspect of Clausewitz's concept of war is that war has a dual nature, not in the bi-polar sense where wars can be limited or unlimited, but in the sense that derives from German philosophical traditions in which phenomena are considered to have objective and subjective natures. The objective nature of war includes those elements—such as violence, friction, chance, and uncertainty—that all wars have in common. Conflicts can range in kind from an all-out attack to a war of observation (peacekeeping), for instance, but each will have all of these elements present to one degree or another. By contrast, the subjective nature of war encompasses those elements—such as military forces, their doctrines, weapons, as well as the environments (land, sea, air, and danger) in which they fight—that make each war unique. Under Clausewitz’s concept, the objective and subjective natures of war interact continuously. As a result, the nature of war cannot be
separated from the means and the actors involved in its conduct.

In addition, war is shaped by three major forces (war’s trinity) that also contribute to its nature: a subordinating or guiding influence (policy), the play of chance and probability, and enmity or basic hostility. Each is present in the current global war on terrorism.

*The Element of Subordination—War as a Political Instrument.*

Globalization has actually increased the role of politics, both in determining the purpose for and influencing the actual conduct of war. Both President George W. Bush and terrorist leader Osama bin Laden have released statements that link their actions to very explicit political agendas. Hence, the conflict remains thoroughly political at every level and, thus far at least, throughout every operational phase. Furthermore, this trend does not appear likely to reverse itself.

*The Element of Hostility—Blind Natural Force.*

The element of blind natural force is playing a decisive role in the global war on terrorism. Globalization has, among other things, contributed to the creation of fertile breeding grounds for terrorism as some groups try to resist its encroachment. Despite successful operations in Afghanistan and elsewhere, Al Qaeda’s ideology remains intact and attractive to young Muslims. By comparison, the U.S. populace, which lacked any deep-seated feelings of hostility prior to September 11, 2001, is now being psychologically prepared (one can argue how well) by its political leadership for a long fight. The war against global terrorism is thus foremost a battle of ideas—ideas powerful enough to provoke violent emotions. Consequently, it is within this arena that the war will be won or lost.
The Elements of Chance and Uncertainty—Military Forces.

For the United States and its Western allies, the elements of chance and uncertainty manifest themselves through traditional, if transforming, military and law enforcement organizations. For non-state actors such as Al Qaeda, on the other hand, chance and uncertainty are personified in irregular forces buoyed by a broad, religion-based ideology, an extensive organizational and operational infrastructure, and a multinational membership. While information technologies provide more data to decisionmakers and their constituencies, without analysis and synthesis such data are inadequate. The total amount of information—which includes irrelevant and incorrect information—might increase by a certain percent, but knowledge grows by the same percent.

Conclusions.

Globalization is strengthening the role that politics will play in war by affording it the capability to exert greater real-time control over military operations. Globalization is also making the element of hostility more critical. Political leaders can now mobilize hostile passions more quickly and over a larger area than hitherto, particularly in areas “suffering” from the spread of globalization. Finally, contrary to expectation, the increase in information that globalization brings may well intensify the play of chance and probability in war.

Even with globalization, war remains essentially Clausewitzian in nature. It is still a dynamic expression of political wills in conflict. The challenge is to defeat volatile, extremist ideas. Hence, the center of gravity in the global war on terrorism is ideological in nature. The United States and its strategic partners must take the fight to the enemy on that front and win there decisively.
GLOBALIZATION AND THE NATURE OF WAR

Just a few years into the new millennium and it is already a truism to say that globalization—the spread of information and information technologies, along with greater public participation in economic and political processes—is transforming every aspect of human affairs. Indeed, globalization is enhancing the real and virtual mobility of people, things, and ideas and is increasing social, political, and economic interconnectedness worldwide. From 1980 to 1996, for example, the percentage of the world’s population that travels internationally on a regular basis rose from 6.5 percent to 10 percent. Similarly, the number of personal computers connected to the internet has been growing at a rate of nearly 70 percent per year for more than 30 years. The associated spread of democratic ideas and free market values helped increase the total number of democracies in the world by 14 percent within the last decade alone. Furthermore, considerable evidence suggests that globalization is making national and regional economies more interdependent, thereby giving rise to an integrated world market economy. Clearly, then, globalization is changing how we interact with our world.

What is not yet clear, however, are the impacts of these trends. While the world may indeed have more democracies than ever before, how many of them have stable regimes with established civil societies where strong traditions exist conforming to the rule of law? As the example of Weimar Germany shows, newly formed democracies can rapidly reverse course and transform into dangerous autocratic regimes. While there is some validity to the view that “established democracies do not go to war with other democracies,” the number of established democracies is relatively small. Also, while globalization has improved general wealth, raised living standards, and increased life expectancy across the world, 60 percent of the world’s
wealth continues to travel back and forth among the
developed countries, giving them the greater share of
benefits. The poor may be richer, but the rich are richer still;
and the gap between them is growing.\textsuperscript{7} What is more, as the
First and Second World Wars demonstrate, economic
interconnectedness and continuous growth do not neces-
sarily preclude conflict.

Despite its apparent positive impact on the spread of
democracy and free-market economies, globalization might
produce a more dangerous and unpredictable world,
especially if the cultural backlash it has generated thus far
gathers more momentum. This world might be
characterized by shifting power relationships, \textit{ad hoc}
security arrangements, and an ever-widening gap between
the richest and poorest nations.\textsuperscript{8} A number of new
democracies—lacking strong traditions for maintaining
checks and balances—might, for example, collapse after
only transitory successes. Transnational threats, such as
international crime syndicates, terrorist networks, and
drug cartels, could continue to grow in strength and
influence, thriving among autocratic, weak, or so-called
failed states. And, ethnic rivalries, nationalism, religious-
based antagonisms, and competition for scarce resources,
including water, could go unresolved. Thus, serious crises
would undoubtedly arise, especially as the world’s
population continues to grow.

On the other hand, globalization could give rise to a more
stable world in which national interests merge into the
general aim of promoting peace, stability, and economic
prosperity.\textsuperscript{9} In this world, the rule of law and the existence
of pluralistic political systems would continue to spread;
and the number of free-market economies would expand,
distributing economic prosperity still further. Even if this
“Utopia” should materialize, a number of crises—some of
which will undoubtedly require military intervention—will
most likely have had to occur beforehand, since most
autocratic regimes will probably not surrender power
without a fight. Moreover, as the 1999 Kosovo crisis
demonstrated, even relatively small states armed primarily with conventional weapons can pose significant security challenges to a superpower and its strategic partners.\textsuperscript{10} The world need not devolve into a “clash of civilizations” or a “coming anarchy,” therefore, in order for military power to continue to play a significant role in the future.\textsuperscript{11}

In any case, globalization will surely continue and may even accelerate if data concerning the rate of technological change are any indication.\textsuperscript{12} As numerous studies and strategic papers have pointed out, globalization is already changing how wars are being fought in the 21st century, making them more dangerous than in any previous era.\textsuperscript{13} At a minimum, the greater mobility of people, things, and ideas will mean increased mobility for nonstate actors, weapons of mass destruction, and radical fundamentalism of all types.

In fact, the U.S. Department of State currently reports that more than 60 active terrorist groups exist (with some 100,000 members); and over one-third of them have the capacity for global reach.\textsuperscript{14} Furthermore, today’s terrorists have proven very adaptive, learning from previous generations, and changing their tactics in response to new anti-terrorist measures.\textsuperscript{15} Globalization clearly offers them some extraordinary capabilities to communicate and coordinate their efforts.

Globalization also facilitates the proliferation of destabilizing capabilities, such as weapons of mass destruction or mass effect. Eleven countries currently have nuclear weapons programs; thirteen more are actively seeking them.\textsuperscript{16} More than 25 countries now possess ballistic missiles, and over 75,000 cruise missiles are in existence, with the number expected to rise to between 80,000 and 90,000 by 2010.\textsuperscript{17} Also, at least 17 countries—including the so-called “Axis of Evil”—currently have active chemical and biological weapons programs, and the number is rising.\textsuperscript{18} As the Assistant Secretary of State for Non-proliferation recently explained, despite the provisions
of the Nuclear Non-proliferation Treaty and the Chemical and Biological Weapons conventions, proliferation of chemical, biological, radiological, nuclear and high explosive/high yield weapons continues worldwide: “There is an intense sort of cooperation that goes on among countries that are trying to acquire such weapons.” For example, China and North Korea have long contributed to the proliferation of chemical and biological weapons, both for strategic leverage against the United States and for economic advantages. Thus, globalization assists some powerful motives that run counter to nonproliferation efforts.

Biological weapons, especially, pose a serious threat not only to human populations, but also to agriculture and livestock. Unfortunately, U.S. crops lack genetic diversity, rendering them vulnerable to disease. Furthermore, the nation’s centralized feeding and marketing practices make livestock extremely vulnerable to a biological attack. If such an attack were to occur, a devastating ripple effect would surely spread throughout the global economy since the United States produces 30-50 percent of the world’s foodstuffs.

Globalization has also introduced a new form of warfare: cyber-war. More than 30 countries—including Russia, China, and several so-called rogue states—have developed or are developing the capability to launch strategic-level cyber attacks. The interconnectedness of many nations’ infrastructures means that a successful cyber attack against a single sector in one country could result in adverse effects in other sectors within the same country, or those of its neighbors. Indeed, intended (and unintended) adverse effects could well travel globally.

If globalization is making war more dangerous and adding new dimensions to it (such as cyber space), is it in some way changing the nature of war? What exactly is the nature of war? These questions are of more than a purely...
academic interest, since the nature of a thing tends to define how it can and cannot be used.

To answer the question of war’s nature, we must turn to the famous Prussian philosopher of war, Carl von Clausewitz (1780-1831), who devoted more time than perhaps any other military theorist (contemporary or otherwise) to understanding the nature of war. Western theories of the nature of war seem to derive—in one way or another—from Clausewitz’s own work on the subject. Despite its length and its sometimes ponderous prose, his masterwork, *Vom Kriege (On War)*, has been cited by the majority of contemporary scholars and defense analysts. In fact, his most popular observation that “war is the mere continuation of policy by other means” now forms the core of the western, and in particular the American, view of war.24 This belief is reflected in the bulk of the modern literature on war, including the memoirs of prominent military commanders.25 The dominant—and in many ways tacit—understanding of this passage is that war is foremost a political act and that policy alone determines (or ought to determine) the object for which a war is to be fought, the scale of effort to be exerted, and the means to be employed. Since policy gives war purpose and direction, so the reasoning goes, it forms the central element in war’s nature.

This belief is largely a post-Vietnam phenomenon, however. Prior to that, most military writers considered war’s nature as something akin to Clausewitz’s concept of absolute war, an idealized extreme, but one that some claim was nearly realized in the total wars of the 20th century.26 A popular view emerged within the U.S. military that the nature of war—nasty and brutal—was essentially unchanging.27 Only its character—the way it is waged—transformed over time. A corollary of this view was that low-intensity and guerrilla conflicts were not “valid” types of wars and so professional militaries should avoid them; true war demanded full mobilization of the popular will and a strategy of going “all-out” against one’s opponent, even in conflicts involving so-called limited aims.28 The post-
Vietnam renaissance of Clausewitz in military and scholarly literature surely contributed to the general awareness of the centrality of politics in his theory of war.29

Yet, some critics of Clausewitz—such as historian John Keegan—have maintained that, for many societies, war serves more of a religious or cultural function than a political one.30 Keegan rejects Clausewitz’s idea that war is an extension of politics, claiming that it is “incomplete, parochial and ultimately misleading.”31 According to Keegan, politics in many cases serves culture, which he defines very broadly as the “shared beliefs, values, associations, myths, taboos, imperatives, customs, traditions, manners and ways of thought, speech and artistic expression which ballast every society.”32 Defined this broadly, culture would be responsible for much, indeed. He maintains that some societies make war simply because it is an integral part of their culture to do so; thus wars take the character and shape that cultures cause them to take. Accordingly, war itself has no specific nature.33

Other critics, such as historians Martin van Creveld and Russell Weigley, have taken direct issue with the concept of politics. Van Creveld attempts to paint Clausewitz into a corner. He argues that Clausewitz’s dictum about war serving politics can mean only that war is the rational extension of the will of the state; otherwise, the dictum is nothing more than a meaningless cliché. Accordingly, if Clausewitz’s dictum only pertains to the rational will of the state, it fails to account for the wealth of irrational motives that drive war. In short, according to van Creveld, Clausewitz is only describing what the nature of war should be, not what it actually is. Therefore, his theory has no practical value.34 Unfortunately, as we shall see, van Creveld, like so many others, has misinterpreted On War.

For his part, Weigley maintains that politics tends to become an instrument of war rather than the other way around. In an essay assessing military effectiveness in the First and Second World Wars—genuine global conflicts
within the 20th-century context—Weigley concluded that “War once begun has always tended to generate a politics of its own: to create its own momentum, to render obsolete the political purposes for which it was undertaken, and to erect its own political purposes.” According to this view, then, military necessity and the dynamics of conflict, particularly conflict on a global scale or for unlimited aims, tend to constrain and subordinate policy. Yet, Weigley’s assessment ultimately amounts to less a valid criticism of Clausewitz’s idea than an unconscious affirmation of it, for, as the Prussian theorist explained, in the course of a war, political aims are apt to change, at times even radically. This alteration would be more apparent than real, however, since it would merely reflect the fact that political and military aims had coincided. In other words, policy itself is not subordinated as much as, locked in a life-or-death struggle, it assumes a “war-like” character. Hence, under Clausewitz’s concept, policy, which is also of two characters—one aggressive and one placatory—is just as present in wars of unlimited aims as it is in wars of limited ones.

**The Clausewitzian Nature of War.**

A re-examination of Clausewitz’s ideas about the nature of war helps dispel these misunderstandings; it also uncovers a surprisingly durable and versatile concept, one that remains valid for the 21st century. Inexplicably, the most important aspect of Clausewitz’s nature of war has gone unnoticed—that war has a dual nature, not in the bi-polar sense where wars can be limited or unlimited, but in the sense that derives from German philosophical traditions in which phenomena are considered to have objective and subjective natures. The former pertains to those aspects of a phenomenon that are universally valid; the latter concerns those that are true only for a specific time and space. The objective nature of war thus includes those elements—such as violence, friction, chance, and uncertainty—that all wars have in common, no matter where or when they are fought. Conflicts can range in kind
from an all-out attack to a war of observation (peacekeeping), for instance, but each will have all of these elements present to one degree or another.

By contrast, the subjective nature of war encompasses those elements—such as military forces, their doctrines, weapons, as well as the environments (land, sea, air, and danger) in which they fight—that make each war unique. One way to grasp this concept is to think of objective elements as internal and subjective ones as external. Maritime conflicts, for instance, appear different externally from wars on land, but are nonetheless similar with respect to their internal characteristics. Even the same conflict can change its appearance over time as different combatants enter or leave the fight, or introduce new weapons, tactics, and techniques into the fray, as in the Thirty Years’ War.

Interestingly, under Clausewitz’s concept, the objective and subjective natures of war are closely connected to one another and interact continuously. New weapons or methods, for example, can increase or diminish the degree of violence or uncertainty, though probably never eliminate them entirely. Similarly, a war’s political motives can cause the combatants to use, or refrain from using, certain types of weapons or tactics, as in the Cold War where both the United States and the Soviet Union essentially established a number of treaties designed to prevent escalation to nuclear war. Thus, the interaction between the objective and subjective natures of war is a dynamic one. In Clausewitz’s words, war’s subjective and objective natures make it “more than a simple chameleon” that only changes its nature partially. A chameleon might change its color, for instance, but its internal organs would remain the same. War’s internal tendencies, on the other hand, can change in intensity, proportion, and relative role as the external features themselves transform. Therefore, under Clausewitz’s system, the nature of war cannot be separated from the means and the actors involved in its conduct.
The Clausewitzian Trinity.

Since wars do not occur in a vacuum but in the complexities of the physical world, Clausewitz devoted comparatively little time to examining war—along with its nature—as an isolated activity. Instead, he discussed the nature of war via another well-known concept—the “wondrous” or “remarkable” trinity (wunderliche Dreifaltigkeit)—which he also considered as a foundation for a theory of war. The trinity is built on the same objective-subjective construct discussed above, which may make it difficult to understand at first blush. In the objective sense, the trinity consists of three dynamic forces: a subordinating or guiding influence; the play of chance and probability; and the force of basic hostility. As Clausewitz explained:

War is thus not only a genuine chameleon, since it alters its nature somewhat in each particular case, it is also, in its overall manifestations, a wondrous trinity with regard to its predominant tendencies, which consist of the original violence of war’s nature, namely, hatred and hostility, which can be viewed as a blind natural force; of the play of probabilities and of chance, which make it into an unpredictable activity; and of the subordinating nature of a political instrument whenever it submits to pure reason.

These forces come into play in every war, though the role of one is sometimes more pronounced or influential than the others. By introducing the trinity, Clausewitz moves from discussing war as a thing-in-itself (in isolation), an approach that was well within the German philosophical tradition, to concluding that war cannot be properly understood as a thing-in-itself. The trinity thus tells us that war’s nature is inseparable from the historical and socio-political contexts in which it arises, and that no tendency is a priori more influential than any other. Thus, to single out policy or politics as the central element of war’s nature is simply not Clausewitzian.

Viewed from a subjective standpoint, these tendencies manifest themselves in three ways: through the govern-
ment (die Regierung), which attempts to direct war toward some objective; through military actors, such as the commander (der Feldherr) and his army (sein Heer), who must deal with the unpredictability of combat; and through the populace (das Volk), who act as a reservoir of the emotional power necessary to sustain a serious struggle. However, these elements assume variable forms over time and among different cultures. Also, the term “government,” as Clausewitz used it, stands for any ruling body, any “agglomeration of loosely associated forces,” or any “personified intelligence.” Similarly, the military represents not only the trained, semi-professional armies of the Napoleonic era, but any warring body in any era. Likewise, Clausewitz’s references to the “populace” pertain to the populations of any society or culture in any period of history.

The phrase “war is the mere continuation of policy by other means” requires further elucidation because it, more than any other, has come to represent the essence of Clausewitz’s thought. In the German language, the word Politik can mean both policy and politics. While we might instantly recognize the difference between the two—the first is a product, the other a process—that distinction does not always appear in English translations. In Clausewitz’s usage, the term Politik also has objective and subjective aspects. In the objective sense, Politik means the extension of the will of the ruler through a process—both formal and informal—of arriving at a decision to pursue a goal. In the subjective sense, Politik clearly means a specific policy, an actual manifestation of politics that can vary from era to era and from people to people based on the influence of culture, ideology, geography, tradition, personality, and skill, among others. Thus, for Clausewitz, Politik encompasses more than mere policy, or a rational calculation of ends, ways, and means. In fact, he considered it “an art” in which human “judgment”—influenced by internal “qualities of mind and character”—comes into play. It was also influenced by external factors such as the “charac-
teristics” of a governing body’s geo-political position as well as the general mind-set of the “spirit of the age.”

Clausewitz went on to explain that Politik was at work in Napoleon Bonaparte’s imperialistic wars of expansion, just as well as in the raids of tribal plunder and conquest waged by the semi-nomadic Tartars. While the policy aims of the Tartar tribes might have been less sophisticated than those of Bonaparte, they nonetheless derived from similar factors. Tartar warfare, for instance, reflected available resources (means), the tribes’ geopolitical position as a composite of Turkish and Mongol peoples in Central Asia, their nomadic culture and traditions, and the religious influence of Islam. Clausewitz’s use of Politik thus represents the collective strengths and weaknesses of a body of people, to include its resources, alliances and treaties, and its own decisionmaking processes, as well as the skill and personalities of its policymakers. In a sense, Politik was for Clausewitz what culture (defined above) is for Keegan.

The Clausewitzian Nature of War and Globalization.

Clausewitz thus arrived at his concept of war’s nature by first assuming that it did indeed have one. His analyses of historical conflicts validated that assumption by revealing that each war had characteristics in common with all others, though those characteristics might vary in terms of their relative dominance and intensity. Because the Clausewitzian nature of war has internal and external elements that are at once variable and able to influence one another, it captures the dynamism of real war as much as any theoretical concept can. Accordingly, it is more suitable for understanding the nature of war in today’s global environment than any of the alternatives mentioned earlier.
The war against Al Qaeda and other terrorist groups of global reach represents the first conflict of the 21st century in which the characteristics of globalization—the enhanced mobility of people, things, and ideas—have come into play. It is certainly a war that neither side can afford to lose. The political objectives of the combatants reflect that realization, even if neither side has fully mobilized all of its forces to date. Sources indicate that, even though it is not necessarily bent on the immediate total destruction of the United States, Al Qaeda will never compromise and will continue to fight until all religious apostasy is eliminated, all illegitimate or corrupt Islamic regimes are replaced by a unified Muslim polity and Caliphate, and all infidels are driven from Muslim holy lands.\(^{48}\) The United States is seen as a major source of support for apostatic regimes and, hence, weakening it politically and economically is essential for success. In order to ensure ultimate success, however, it might be necessary to have a final showdown with the “great Satan.” For its part, the United States will not accept anything less than the complete neutralization, if not destruction, of Al Qaeda. Contrary to what historians such as Martin van Creveld have argued, therefore, the proliferation of weapons of mass destruction and the emergence of powerful nonstate actors, such as Al Qaeda, do not mean the end of decisive warfare or of major wars among states.\(^ {49}\) Instead, we find a general shift toward less overt and more protracted forms of conflict, while, at the same time, major powers such as the United States emphasize a greater willingness to take unilateral preemptive action or to respond to attacks involving weapons of mass destruction in any manner deemed appropriate, to include massive retaliation against major states.\(^ {50}\)

Moreover, instead of culture displacing politics as the primary force behind conflict, globalization has actually increased the latter’s role, both in determining the purpose
for and influencing the actual conduct of war. Both President George W. Bush and terrorist leader Osama bin Laden have released statements that link their actions to very explicit political agendas. Both are clearly using war to achieve political ends, rather than to satisfy a cultural impulse to wage war, as Keegan argues. To be sure, culture and politics are inextricably linked in this conflict. Al Qaeda’s leadership might have sought to provoke a massive U.S. military response to the attacks of September 11, which it could then portray as an assault on Islam. This general assault, it was hoped, would inspire the entire Islamic world to rise up against the West. Indeed, the West, conscious of this possibility, has taken great pains to portray the conflict as a war against terror tactics rather than a war against Islam. And, it must continue to do so. Otherwise, the conflict between Al Qaeda and the West may indeed escalate into a more dangerous “clash of civilizations.” Nonetheless, the fact remains that both sides are using war as a political instrument, that is, they are subordinating its conduct to the achievement of political ends.

Political leaders on both sides can also have real-time access to military actions as they unfold, though one would hope that in the case of Al Qaeda the access would be less secure. Still, both sides can more or less communicate their intentions to their operatives in the field and thus influence the course of events throughout every phase of a military operation, no matter where it occurs. This capability means that political direction of a campaign can span time and distance to influence the smallest of details, not that it should. Moreover, the public statements by President Bush and bin Laden’s periodic releases of video messages through Al Jazeera demonstrate that each can address his support base to give it guidance or motivation, or to garner further support, while at the same time challenging or vexing his opponents. Hence, the conflict remains thoroughly political at every level and, thus far at
least, throughout every operational phase. Furthermore, this trend does not appear likely to reverse itself.

*The Element of Hostility—Blind Natural Force.*

In the global war on terrorism, the element of blind natural force is playing the decisive role. Globalization has, among other things, contributed to the creation of fertile breeding grounds for terrorism as some groups try to resist its encroachment. Al Qaeda has associated the United States with the spread of globalization, which it sees as a form of decadence. Building on the perception that Islamic society’s current political and economic problems are the result of the West’s decadent values and duplicitous policies, Al Qaeda has penetrated Islamic nongovernmental organizations and woven itself into the social, political, and religious fabric of Muslim societies. Consequently, it has managed to create a substantial support base that may enable it to regenerate itself indefinitely.\(^5^3\) Despite the arrest of hundreds of operatives in North America and abroad since the attacks of September 11, 2001, for example, Al Qaeda has created new cells and reconstituted older ones.\(^5^4\) While operations in Afghanistan and elsewhere have led to the killing or capture of some 16 of its 25 key leaders, Al Qaeda’s ideology remains intact and will probably continue to draw young Muslims.\(^5^5\)

Evidence also suggests that Muslim extremism, or Islamism as some authorities identify it, has been moving from the margins of the Islamic political spectrum toward the center, so that bin Laden and other key terrorist leaders may enjoy considerable empathy, if not sympathy, regarding their words and actions.\(^5^6\) The Islamist’s mindset is that the current war is one in which God’s warriors—the *mujahidin*—are heroically fighting the forces of Satan: U.S. troops.\(^5^7\) In this war, civilian populations of both sides are more than a manifestation or a reservoir of “blind natural force.” They have become the primary target in both a physical and a psychological sense for Al Qaeda and a
psychological sense for the United States. With what has been described as a “virus-like ability to infect indigenous groups,” Al Qaeda has turned itself into an ideological weapon that evidently excels in the generation of propaganda to support its cause.\textsuperscript{58} By comparison, the U.S. populace, which lacked any deep-seated feelings of hostility prior to September 11, 2001, is now being psychologically prepared (one can argue how well) by its political leadership for a long fight in which conditions might get worse—particularly if an attack on Iraq or other “rogue” states occurs—before they get better. Indeed, some of the current political rhetoric of the administration and its supporters likens the war against terrorism to “World War IV.”\textsuperscript{59} In other words, the war against global terrorism is foremost a battle of ideas—ideas powerful enough to provoke violent emotions. Consequently, it is within this arena that the war will be won or lost.

\textit{The Elements of Chance and Uncertainty—Military Forces.}

For the United States and its Western allies, the elements of chance and uncertainty now manifest themselves through traditional, if transforming, military and law enforcement organizations. For nonstate actors such as Al Qaeda, on the other hand, chance and uncertainty are personified in irregular forces buoyed by a broad, religion-based ideology, an extensive organizational and operational infrastructure, and a multinational membership. Paradoxically, globalization and the spread of information technology have made it likely that both sides will generate more—rather than less—chance and uncertainty. Despite the existence of a vast technology-based intelligence and surveillance network, for example, a great deal of uncertainty still surrounds a single bit of tactical information of strategic importance, namely, the location of Osama bin Laden. Of course, the key to fighting a successful war on terrorism is intelligence, especially human intelligence. Unfortunately, for budgetary and
cultural reasons, the United States scaled back its human intelligence efforts considerably some years ago.\textsuperscript{60}

To be sure, information technologies now deliver more information than ever before to decisionmakers and their constituencies. Still, without analysis and synthesis, the information they provide is always inadequate. As Al Qaeda’s attacks to date have shown, small terrorist cells can execute well-coordinated—and genuinely devastating—surprise assaults despite a vast intelligence network and the proliferation of information technologies.\textsuperscript{61} Thus, we simply cannot make a direct, linear correlation between information and knowledge. The total amount of information—which includes irrelevant and incorrect information—may well increase by a certain percent, but that does not mean that knowledge grows by the same percent. It is often impossible to discern the quality or correctness of information until after the fact—when it can be compared to the way events actually unfolded.

We would do better to develop experienced judgment and learn to become comfortable with uncertainty—with things that we cannot know beyond a reasonable doubt—than to delude ourselves that our technology will deliver all the knowledge we need to achieve victory. Yet, experienced judgment takes time to develop; and we may not have that luxury in an era in which change seems to be occurring at an accelerating rate.\textsuperscript{62} In other words, knowledge is not solely a function of available information. Merely throwing more information at the problem will not solve it. Contrary to what pundits have predicted, therefore, globalization and the spread of information technologies still have not eliminated the elements of chance and uncertainty in war. In some cases, in fact, these elements may increase, especially if opponents use misinformation more frequently as a counter to knowledge-based warfare.

Defense officials have repeatedly asserted that, on matters of combat, new thinking has yet to replace old. However, one should not act too hastily here. While many of
today’s weapons differ significantly from those of a century ago, several of the tactical and operational principles that underpin military doctrine still remain valid. Studies of the recent fighting in Afghanistan, for example, show that the principles of fire and movement that enabled soldiers to cross the deadly zone during the First World War have proven just as essential against entrenched Taliban and Al Qaeda forces.63

Nonetheless, at least one fundamental concept of Western military doctrine—Clausewitz’s center of gravity—has some serious limitations and may have outlived its usefulness. For decades, the U.S. military in particular has wrongly defined the center of gravity as “a source of strength.” Yet, Clausewitz’s original notion of the center of gravity was more akin to that of a focal point, a place where energies come together to be redirected and refocused elsewhere.64 It was neither a strength nor a weakness, per se, but it could be strong—well-protected—or not. Even with a redefinition, however, the concept may have only limited applicability in a globalized operational environment where opponents can fight in vast, distributed networks without necessarily being linked to one central authority, or to one another. Clausewitz’s center of gravity concept depends on the condition that the enemy is connected enough to act as a single entity. By implication, when this was not the case, the concept did not apply.

Unfortunately, a globalized operational environment presents fewer cases in which enemies function as a single entity. Al Qaeda’s global terrorist network adheres to the cellular, or cluster, model in which many cells exist, but the members of any particular cell do not necessarily know one another, or those in other cells. If one member is caught, the other members and other cells are not in danger.65 Destroying Al Qaeda cells in Europe, therefore, will not necessarily cause those in Indonesia to collapse. In fact, destroying such distributed enemies in one location could lead to some extremely undesirable consequences, if those at other locations retaliate by discharging a weapon of mass
destruction in a major city. Hence, the United States must think more globally—finding ways to hit as many enemy cells as simultaneously as possible. Furthermore, Al Qaeda’s center of gravity might lie at its ideological core—its hatred of apostasy and its vision of a pan-Islamic empire—since that is what enables it to draw recruits and to support them. Yet, ideology is a difficult target to hit militarily. Still, if employed in combination with other elements of national power, military might can prove invaluable, even in this type of conflict. Military thinking has changed a great deal over the last decade. However, it has yet to relinquish certain linear concepts that no longer apply and to internalize the idea of fighting in a discontinuous, highly volatile environment. And, it must find better ways to combine the effects of military operations with those of economic, political, and informational actions as well.

Military thinking is not alone in this regard. The strategy of “ring vaccination” that officials in the Centers for Disease Control want to employ as a way to counter bio-attacks of smallpox and similar contagious diseases is an example of a similarly inappropriate linear concept. In brief, the strategy calls for vaccinating only those individuals (such as emergency and medical personnel) who are or would likely come in contact with an infected person, thereby creating, in theory at least, a ring that will isolate the disease even before it is discovered. However, while this strategy proved effective in containing and eliminating natural outbreaks of smallpox in Asia and elsewhere, it will hardly work against an attack delivered simultaneously at multiple locations—at three or four major airports, sports arenas, or major shopping malls, for example. In a globalized world, as infected individuals travel about the country, the disease would spread too quickly for such containment measures to work.

Accordingly, officials responsible for developing strategies for combating diseases, just as much as those for defeating highly decentralized enemies, must approach the
problem from a global and nonlinear perspective.\textsuperscript{68} One approach, of course, is a strategy of mass vaccination. At present, however, the smallpox vaccine is not without risk to certain populations, thereby making mass vaccination an unpopular solution. Clearly, a safer vaccine is needed, and quickly, not only for smallpox but for other contagious diseases. And, different strategies for defending against bio-attacks must be developed concurrently and war-gamed. When (if ever), for example, should the United States close its borders and cease all traffic in the event of a serious bio-attack? And for how long? What if a neighboring country is hit? How will the global economy be affected? These and similar questions must be considered in advance and factored into the development of any viable strategy.

All of this raises some questions about another key concept of Clausewitz, his views about the relative strengths of attack and defense. Clausewitz maintained that the defense was the stronger form of war because its advantages—cover and concealment, shorter lines of supply, time, preparation of the terrain—compensate for the defender’s psychological and physical weaknesses, at least partially. Moreover, the defender’s aim is self-preservation, an objective that he can achieve by merely persuading the attacker to abandon the fight. Self-preservation is a condition that exists before hostilities commence and, in some cases, remains intact even if the defender’s military is defeated. The attacker, on the other hand, enjoys the advantages of initiative and surprise, but these are weighed down by the burden of attempting to subdue his opponent, a task more difficult than merely surviving, once hostilities commence.\textsuperscript{69} Hence, while Clausewitz considered the defense stronger, he did not maintain that it was better. Defense is not necessarily decisive, for example, since an attacker, once persuaded to give up the fight, could renew his assaults at a later time.

Do Clausewitz’s arguments still hold when the attacker is willing to pay more in blood than the defender and when he can operate in a highly mobile, global environment? As
the preceding discussion has shown, globalization has rendered societies more vulnerable to attack. It is exceedingly expensive—perhaps impossibly so—to defend against every conceivable form of attack. Accordingly, a determined opponent now has more opportunities to seize the initiative and to achieve surprise, particularly if he is a relatively invisible nonstate actor. Moreover, if his aims fall short of all-out conquest and subjugation, as seems to be the case with Al Qaeda, he is free of the burdens traditionally associated with the attacker.

Nonetheless, Clausewitz was not wrong in his day, nor is he altogether wrong in the present. As he pointed out, attack and defense are not exclusive concepts: an offensive has aspects of defense; and a defensive involves elements of attack. A well-conducted defense, he wrote, usually consists of many offensive blows, such as counterattacks and spoiling attacks.70 Similarly, the U.S. military, in conjunction with the Department of Homeland Security and other agencies, should develop an “active global defense-in-depth” concept, based on the principle that the best defense includes major elements of an aggressive offense. To succeed in the emerging global environment, a defensive strategy must tag and relentlessly track terrorists and their accomplices, keeping them on the run and denying them opportunities to plan, organize, and execute a major attack. Such a strategy must also include provisions for actively targeting the sources from which the terrorists’ financing and other resources—such as personnel—come. And it must involve building cooperative security arrangements, both at home and abroad, that provide interlocking, even redundant, security measures over all critical areas. In other words, while globalization clearly favors the attack, one can find ways to make it assist the defense. Anything less may only offer the terrorists another opportunity to increase their learning curve.
Conclusions.

If the war on terrorism is any guide, globalization is changing the nature of war in several ways. First, it is strengthening the role that politics will play in war by affording it the capability to exert greater real-time control over military operations. Of course, this control will vary depending on the personalities involved as well as a combatant’s ability to interdict its opponent’s communications. Second, globalization is increasing the criticality of the element of hostility. Political leaders can now mobilize hostile passions more quickly and over a larger area than hitherto, particularly in areas “suffering” from the spread of globalization. Images and the ideas they convey may now be more decisive than the sword. Yet, it may prove more difficult to cool such passions than it did to ignite them. Finally, globalization means that opponents (even if they are neighbors) can now fight each other across global distances, in new dimensions, and with a broader array of weapons. These changes may amount to a net increase in the dual element of chance and uncertainty at all levels of war. It remains to be seen whether information technology will reduce or exacerbate this expansion. Certainly, skillful commanders and well-trained militaries still matter.

Yet, as has been shown, even with the rapidly spreading and intensifying effects of globalization, war remains essentially Clausewitzian in nature. It is still a dynamic expression of political wills in conflict, colliding via the means of organized violence with multinational populations serving both as resources and as targets. The forces of Islamic terrorism are fueled by volatile extremist ideas and, hence, the global war on terrorism remains at heart a conflict of opposing ideas. The United States and its strategic partners must take the fight to the enemy on that front and win there decisively.
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